Tackling the Biological Diversity in Early Triple-Negative Breast Cancer
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Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) accounts for approximately 10–15% of all breast cancers and is associated with worse prognosis when compared to other subtypes [1]. However, prognosis is not the same across different TNBC subtypes, and a better understanding of TNBC biology is fundamental to better tailor treatment, in order to maximize patient benefit without compromising quality of life.

Understanding the biology of TNBC is fundamental to acknowledge the deep challenges that patients and caregivers face when choosing the most adequate therapy. In this monograph, Herrera Juarez et al. [2] describe TNBC biology and classification focused on immunohistochemistry, transcriptomics, genomics features, and the new immune biomarkers. They highlight the inherent challenge related to TNBC definition, encompassing heterogeneous molecular and immunological entities with a variety of clinical phenotypes.

While there are some biomarkers that have already been included in clinical practice for clinical decision-making, others remain investigational. Patients with PD-L1-positive tumors may benefit more from checkpoint inhibitor-based approaches, at least in the metastatic setting [3], and for this reason should be tested for PD-L1 before first-line treatment for metastatic disease. Olaparib and talazoparib are FDA- and EMA-approved for the treatment of metastatic HER2-negative breast cancer in patients with a germline BRCA1 and/or BRCA2 mutation [4, 5], and consequently testing for germline mutations should also be considered in this setting. The predictive values of other biomarkers for selection of patients, such as alterations in the PI3K pathway (\textit{PI3KCA} mutations, \textit{AKT1} mutations, \textit{PTEN} genomic alterations), are currently being tested in clinical trials. Another important issue is prioritization of the biomarker information to choose the most adequate drug and drug sequencing. For instance, it is currently unknown whether a patient with a germline BRCA1/2 mutation and a metastatic PD-L1-positive TNBC should be offered a PARP inhibitor or a checkpoint inhibitor in the first-line setting. Our personal approach would be to favor the drug or combination with the highest level of clinical evidence of benefit. To make things even more complex, there are trials combining PARP inhibitors with checkpoint inhibitors, and these results will definitely be informative to future treatment decisions. Whether these biomarkers will be as important in clinical decision-making in the early setting remains to be fully elucidated, and issues related to tissue optimization use for biomarker determination will need to be addressed in the future.

In the second paper of this monograph, Furlanetto and Loibl [6] review the current and future treatment approaches in early TNBC. Curative treatment for TNBC includes a combination of surgery, radiotherapy, and systemic therapy, mainly using chemotherapy either before (neoadjuvant) and/or after surgery (adjuvant). One important controversy in this setting is the use of platinum salts as part of the neoadjuvant regimen for these patients. Results from the randomized trials suggest that patients that receive neoadjuvant carboplatin may have higher response rates and pathological complete response rates compared to those that do not [7, 8]. However, long-term outcome results differ among trials. Furthermore, the addition of carboplatin to standard anthracycline- and taxane-based neoadjuvant che-
motherapy may have important tolerability issues leading to significant discontinuation rates. In this setting, it seems clear that predictive biomarkers would play an important role in defining the best treatment options for patients with early-stage TNBC. Of note, patients with good-prognosis features, such as high tumor infiltrating lymphocytes, have a good long-term prognosis and may be suitable candidates to consider de-escalation strategies [9].

Another area of unmet need in the early setting is the presence of residual disease after standard neoadjuvant therapy. These patients have a high risk of relapse and may benefit from escalation treatment strategies with new drugs and combinations, in a setting where capecitabine is now widely used after the publication of the Create-X trial [10]. However, not all patients with residual disease recur, even in the absence of capecitabine; on the other hand, there are still patients receiving capecitabine who experience relapse of their disease. Research in this field using biomarker-guided strategies to target residual disease may help improve the prognosis of this specific group of patients in the future.

Further stratification of prognosis can be achieved with the incorporation of novel biomarkers, such as circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) detection, after a curative treatment has been delivered [11]. In the c-TRAK TN trial (NCT03145961), for instance, patients with TNBC are monitored for the emergence of ctDNA during the first year after ending their curative treatment. If ctDNA becomes apparent, and in the absence of clinical or radiological relapse, patients are randomized to start treatment with pembrolizumab or to continue standard clinical follow-up.

In conclusion, a deep understanding of the biology and the drivers of tumor progression is key to better tailoring treatments in TNBC, especially in the early setting, in order to increase the cure rates of these patients.
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